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Japanese samurai swords are made from the
purest steel called tamahagane,which trans-
lates as “jewel steel.” New York-based artist Miya
Ando is all too familiar with this precious metal, as
she is the descendent of master swordsmith Ando
Yoshiko Masakatsu, whose work is considered a
national treasure of Japan. Ando, whose mother is
Japanese, spent her childhood between Santa
Cruz and a small Buddhist temple in Okayama
where her grandfather was a head priest. She
studied with a master metalsmith in Japan after
graduate school, and in 2002 started working on
large-scale sheets of steel and aluminum.

She uses arduous metalsmithing 

anodization processes to treat the surfaces of the
metal. This involves electrical current to create 
oxidized layers that are then coated with a clear
crystal microscopic layer that is grown on top to
strengthen the metal and adhere to pigments. 
Finally, colored pigments are washed over the 
surface before it is sealed in resin and urethane.
The result is luminous, translucent, and light-
reflecting paintings.

For her solo exhibition Atmosphere, on
view at Nancy Toomey Fine Art in San Francisco
(May 7–June 26, 2016), Ando presented metal
works in her signature technique alongside new
work comprised of surprisingly softer materials,
such as wood and silver-coated nylon fabric. Of
particular note are three new breathtaking textile
pieces. Ando has implemented metalsmithing
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techniques on the fabric to achieve similar results
to her paintings.

Using liver of sulfur to patina the fibers,
the works juxtapose the organic with alchemy, re-
sulting in rich metallic color. She keeps her sources
secret, but she did say that the fabric is a new ma-
terial that she acquired and that she is not weav-
ing it herself. What fascinates Ando most is the
thrill of working with something so flexible and
soft but using techniques normally reserved for
hard surfaces—it has the potential to take her
work in very new directions.

The series Tides (all 2016) hung in delicate
swags from the walls with simple magnetic
mounts. In one respect, the works are formally in-
stalled like paintings, but their gestural pliability
references a post-minimal aesthetic similar to
Robert Morris’ felt work or Eva Hesse’s sculptural
forms made with latex and cheesecloth. The edges
of Ando’s pieces are slightly frayed and unfin-
ished—tiny hairs feathering along where the fab-
ric was torn and became loose during the patina
process. The casualness is intentional, imparting a
relaxed sensibility in comparison to the more aus-
tere panel works.

The aquatic title of this tactile series takes
its cue from the continuous rushing and receding
of the Pacific ocean. Hanging Tide 6.1 is the largest
of the three textiles at nearly nine feet wide. The
center is a silvery bluish green that spreads to
golden tones and finally pale silvery gray along

the sides. Similarly, Tide 3 has a moiré quality. With
streams of deep blue, turquoise, and gold, it seems
the most jewel-like, mimicking the wavy patterns
seen in Mokume Gane (Silver Wood) Grid, a series of
smaller wood pieces. In comparison, Tide 4 has a
distinct landscape reference, with a sharp line 
dividing a darker bottom from the lighter upper
portion.

Nature plays an important role in Ando’s
work—a direct influence from her Buddhist beliefs
but, no doubt, also a reflection of her life in North-
ern California. This is her first exhibition here since
relocating her studio from San Francisco to New
York. Her love for both places seems evident in her
nostalgia for the Bay Area and a fresh sense of ex-
perimentation inspired by new surroundings. Her
work melds the rigor of masterful Japanese craft
techniques and minimal aesthetics with a laid-
back west coast ethos. The result is works that 
balance energy and stillness, that are both modern 
and traditional. The Buddhists refer to this balance
as “the middle way,” where one walks the path 
between two extremes. In Ando’s case, those 
extremes are subtlety and electrifying.

www.nancytoomeyfineart.com

www.miyaando.com

—Leora Lutz is a San Francisco Bay Area writer and
artist. She is the editor and founder of Glossary 
Magazine. www.leoralutz.com

ABOVE:  MIYA ANDO’S solo exhibition Atmosphere on display at Nancy Toomey Fine Art,
San Francisco, California, 2016. Photo: LLutz.

INSET: MIYA ANDO working with patina on woven silver coated nylon.
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